**Face Recognition and Verification**

- During registration, you need to ensure your face is forward in backboard to ensure that your face is displayed in the center of the screen, and registration is successful.

- During verification, locate your palm at the center of the screen, and follow the voice prompts. The user needs to move the hand forward and backward to adjust the palm position during the gate registration.

**Operational Procedure**

1. **Enroll Administrator and Users**
   - **Enrollment Mode** (Main Menu) ➔ **Enroll Administrator** ➔ **Enroll User**

2. **Communication Settings**
   - **Wi-Fi Setting**
   - **Ethernet**: The device can communicate with PC via the Ethernet parameters.
   - **Serial Comm**: The device can communicate with PC via the Serial Comm parameters.

3. **Access Control Options**
   - **Door Lock Delay**: Set door lock delay.
   - **Door Access Group**: Set access group to achieve multi-verification.
   - **Combined Verification**: Set various groups into a combined access group.
   - **Access Groups**: Set to manage employees in groups.
   - **Holidays**: Set special time zones for holidays.
   - **Times to Alarm, NC / NO Time Period etc.**

4. **Reset Key**
   - **Face and Palm**.

5. **Installation Environment**
   - Install the device indoor at least 10 feet (3m) away from light fixtures.

6. **Bell Connection**
   - **Bell**: The device supports Wiegand and not recommended for use in a doorbell configuration.

7. **Backup Data**
   - To retain data, you can backup the data to local or USB disk at any time.

8. **Other Settings**
   - **Date and Time (Main Menu) ➔ Date Time**

9. **Quick Start Guide**
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   **Device Sharing Power with the Lock**

   - **Power Key**

   **Communication Settings**

   - **Communication Settings**

   **Access Control Setting (Main Menu)**

   - **Enroll Administrator (Main Menu**

   **Access Control**

   - **User ID**: Enroll the User ID; it supports 1 to 9 digits of numbers.
   - **Name**: Enroll the Name; it supports 1 to 12 digits of any characters.
   - **Face**: Enroll the Face; it supports 1 to 6 digit of any characters.
   - **Finger**: Enroll the Finger; the fingerprint area is 0.6 to 16.5 square centimeters.
   - **Palm**: Enroll the Palm.

   **Operational Procedure**

   - **Front side**
   - **Back side**

   **Quick Start Guide**

   **UFace Plus Series Terminal**

   **Backup Data**

   - To retain data, you can backup the data to local or USB disk at any time.

   **Other Settings**

   - **Date and Time (Main Menu) ➔ Date Time**

   **Quick Start Guide**
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   **Device Installation**

   - **Device sharing power with the lock**

   **Backup Data**

   - To retain data, you can backup the data to local or USB disk at any time.

   **Other Settings**

   - **Date and Time (Main Menu) ➔ Date Time**

   **Quick Start Guide**
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